A Quick Survey

About Eye Care Hawaii

Get the perfect glasses
Are your eyes tired at the end of
the day?

Yes
No

No Glare Lenses
Are you often on the computer or any
handheld devices?

Yes
No

No Line Computer Lenses To Reduce Eye Strain
Blue Blocking No Glare Lenses
Do you have a low MPOD score or
macular degeneration?

Contact Us & Learn More
Yes
No

No Line Bifocal Lenses
Do you participate in outdoor or
water activities (e.g.: fishing, surfing,
hunting)?

We feature state-of-the-art vision and medical
technology, a modern optical boutique, and oldfashioned compassion for our patients. And as we pay
attention to every detail, you get a wonderful experience
with every office visit and follow-up

Yes
No

Blue Blocking No Glare Lenses
Do you need glasses to read or need to
remove your glasses to read?

With highly trained eye care specialists and a focus on
Hawaii, we view your eyes as windows not just to your
health, but also to your culture, your environment, and
how you enjoy the world.

Yes
No

Lenses That Change (Transitions)
Polarized Lenses
Do you have a second pair of glasses?

Yes
No

Do you wear contact lenses?

Yes
No

www.eyecareHI.com
@eyecarehawaii
on Instagram and Facebook
info@eyecareHI.com
34 W. Kawailani St.
Hilo, HI 96720
Ph 808.935.8887
Hours of Operation
Monday 9am - 5pm
Tuesday 9am - 5pm
Wednesday 8am - 6pm
Thursday 9am - 5pm
Friday 8am - 5pm
Saturday 7:30am -12pm

Second Pair Of Glasses
Sunglasses To Wear Over Contact Lenses

Eye Care Hawaii
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The Optical
Boutique at
Eye Care Hawaii
Hawaii’s Choice For Exceptional
Service And Exclusive Eyewear

Quality
Convenience
Frame Selection
Advanced Technology
Service

5

REASONS

Your Next Pair of
Glasses Should
Come From
Eye Care Hawaii

Quality
We carefully select your frame and lenses to ensure they
meet your personalized lifestyle and visual needs, from
children to adults. We utilize modern lens designs and
treatments and verify that your lenses meet your exact
measured specifications with no defects.

Eye Glasses
for Every
Type of
Individual &
Lifestyle

Convenience
Our highly-trained opticians can help find you the
perfect frame and lens design to fit your face shape,
lifestyle and needs. We will fill your prescription to your
exact measured specification, then verify, frame adjust
and dispense, all without leaving Eye Care Hawaii.

Frame Selection
We have a wide variety of exclusive frame lines for children,
women, and men. Our boutique carries numerous brands
and glasses with special features (hypoallergenic, titanium,
lightweight, non-corrosive & more).

Advanced Technology
We use the most innovative technology, including
Visioffice, which allows us to obtain a full and precise range
of measurements for every patient. Only the top 1% of
Opticals utilize such digital dispensing systems, which
allows true bespoke accuracy and lens personalization. Our
Opticians also use the latest Mr. Blue Edging System to
cut customized lenses with ultra-fast turnaround times.

Service
We consider style, comfort and visual needs with each
individual dispensing. We provide unlimited tune ups,
including adjustments and ultrasonic cleanings, for the
life of your frames. You have the comfort of knowing
that if anything were to happen to your glasses frame or
lenses, we’ve got you covered.

Eye Care Hawaii

Fashion
Active / Sports
Children
Women
Men

Core Values

Kindness

Beginning with a smile
and continuing with every
interaction, we treat everyone
with friendliness, respect, and
compassion.

Diligence

We approach life’s endeavors
with dedication, competence,
and attention to detail. We
follow through completely.

The Power
of Ideas

We examine situations
with a holistic and creative
perspective (not by
complaining or criticizing) and
develop innovative solutions.

Embracing
Change

We constantly strive to learn
more so that we can adapt to
our changing world and be
prepared for future challenges.

Passion

Sincere enthusiasm and
heartfelt commitment are our
foundations. We greet every
morning with motivated spirit
and positive energy.
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